Horizon 2020 Opportunities: An Overview Workshop

Sponsored by BILAT USA 4.0 and OKED Research Development

Research Development Collaboration Events are formal or informal events centered around a concept or funding opportunity.

KED invites faculty and staff to attend a workshop on Horizon 2020 presented by the National Council of University Research Administrators (NCURA).

Horizon 2020 supports basic and applied R&D and technological Innovation across a wide range of sectors and disciplines such as health, energy, IT and including social sciences and humanities research. This workshop will include funding opportunities in the EU, proposal writing exercise, award management, etc. This workshop is free and open to any interested researchers and faculty to attend.

LUNCH will be provided.

Please see below for a draft agenda:

- Overview: The EU Framework (for faculty and researchers)
- Resources for U.S.-EU research collaboration (for faculty and researchers)
- Horizon 2020 cooperation options: Which is the best for me? (for faculty and researchers)
- Working Lunch (for both researchers and research administrators)
- Managing Horizon 2020 Grants & Awards- Intro to Grant Agreement, Financial Rules, and Technical Reporting (for research administrators)
- Coffee Break
- Horizon 2020 US University’s best practices and lesson learned (for research administrators)
- Conclusion/ Q&A from both researchers and research administrators

Workshop Faculty:
Annika Glauner, Research Development Manager and Senior Policy Advisor, EU GrantsAccess ETH Zurich
Jennifer Ponting, Director, Pre-Award Services, Office of Sponsored Programs, Harvard University
Nicolas Schulthess, Program Manager, ICFO The Institute of Photonic Sciences

DATE: October 1, 2018
REGISTER: https://researchacademy.asu.edu/2018horizon2020

TIME: 9:00 am – 4:30 pm

LOCATION: Memorial Union, Cochise 228, Tempe Campus

PARKING: Park at Apache Parking structure. We will provide parking validation, bring your ticket with you.